Enquiring Minds Lesson Plan: Fashion_2_B
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NSW Syllabus Outcomes
Creative Arts
VAS2.1 Represents the qualities of experiences and things that are interesting or beautiful by choosing among aspects of subject matter.
VAS2.2 Uses the forms to suggest the qualities of subject matter.
Resources Needed
30 x body outlines on cardboard
Material scraps
Pens, pencils and textas.
Buttons or other embellishments
Key Ideas
Students will design an outfit.

Language

Assessment Strategies
• How creative is the design
• Has the student designed a full outfit
• Does the design work for primary school aged students
• Does the design fit the purpose the student has described.

Workshop Activities
5 minutes – Introduction Explain to students they will be becoming Fashion Designers for a new company EM Fashions. They need to create an outfit for a
boy or girl. Children in primary school should want to wear it and the outfit should come with a short explanation about where children should wear it.
5 minutes – Demonstration Demonstrate making your own Fashion Design.

Enquiring Minds Lesson Plan: Fashion_2_B
1. Start with the outline of the body on cardboard and cut out along the outline.
2. Use paper (or fabric if you have it) to cut out the shape of a shirt. Cut out little details like buttons or a pattern and glue them onto the shirt
(drawing them is also acceptable). Do the same for a skirt or pair of pants.
3. Glue the pants/ skirt and shirt onto the body.
4. Draw a face onto the body and if you want to you can glue some hair on.
Some examples

Source: http://www.incredibleart.org/Files/Melissa‐dolls.htm
30‐ 40 minutes – Fashion Designing Students now get the resources to design their own outfit for their cardboard bodies.
10 minutes – Show and Tell Students leave their own cardboard body in its outfit on their desk. All students walk around the classroom, remembering not
to touch anyone else’s work. Students can then discuss as a whole class what was tough about designing the outfit and what was easy, where they got their
inspiration from and why they chose the outfit they did.

